A Microfluidic Cross-Slot Device for Measurement of Erythrocyte Deformability
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Abstract

Red blood cell (RBC) deformation is a dominant factor in the rheological properties of blood in vessels smaller than 300 micrometers. A reduction in cell deformability is associated with health conditions such as malaria and diabetes. The extensional flow within a microfluidic cross-slot microchannel has been proposed as a mechanism for measuring the deformation of cells. Three-dimensional simulations of red blood cell deformation in a microfluidic cross-slot channel are presented, suggesting the device has the capability of measuring both cell stiffness and viscosity.

Introduction

There is growing evidence that cell deformability is a useful indicator of cell health and may be useful in determining cell states or properties such as metastatic potential and degree of differentiation [8]. Diseases such as diabetes are known to increase erythrocyte stiffness, and the malaria parasite (P. Falciparum) progressively stiffens the erythrocyte it parasitizes [2,5]. The elasticity of red blood cells is a key factor in hemodynamics [13]. A number of methods, including atomic force microscopy, optical stretchers [18], and magnetic twisting cytometry [17] have been developed to study cell mechanics.

Microfluidic devices are being increasingly recognised as a useful way to measure cell properties with the potential for rapid and accurate measurement. They do not require delicate handling by specialised staff as is required by micropipettes and optical tweezers. Additionally, they allow these measurements in a physiological environment [3]. However, microfluidic devices alone only provide us with qualitative information about the observed phenomena and hence computational fluid dynamics can be critical in providing quantitative measurements.

Figure 1. Geometry of the cross-slot device. (a) The cross-slot device consists of four arms, with two arms providing inflow and two arms providing outflow, resulting in an extensional flow in the centre. (b) Contours of velocity magnitude, computed with an in-house computational fluid dynamics solver.

A microfluidic cross-slot channel featuring an extensional flow at the intersection between four channels, with two opposite channels providing inflow, and the two perpendicular channels providing outflow, was first introduced for the study of polymer extensional hysteresis [11] and has since been used to study polymer cells and beads [1], as well as for study of free vortex formation [10]. Due to the balance between inflow and outflow, an extensional flow is formed in the centre of the device, leading to extensional forces that are capable of stretching a sample such as a cell or a polymer. The sample being studied travels down one of the channel arms providing inflow, until it reaches the extensional region at the centre. At the device centre, the cell is trapped and becomes stationary. This cross-slot device has been shown to have the capacity to phenotype cells with a high throughput. Focussing cells into the device centre is one of the major challenges in designing a microfluidic cross-slot channel. The flow only approaches extensional flow in the centre of the device, as such cells that travel away from the device centre tend to deform less than cells that travel near the device centre. A number of approaches have been employed to focus cells, including the use of inertial forces [8] and employing viscoelastic forces.
fluids [3]. Both methods are capable of increasing the fraction of cells travelling near the channel centre. An alternative approach, employing an active control system, has been proposed [4]. The simulations demonstrated the possibility for dynamic cell sorting to be achieved on a lab-on-a-chip device by integrating an active control system with a microfluidic cross-slot.

Results from simulations of erythrocytes trapped at the device centre are presented, with the intent of assessing the capability of such devices, allowing quantitative measurements to be made from experimental observations and providing guidance in the design of such devices. The magnitude of this deformation depends on the boundary conditions for the flow, the geometry of the device, the properties of the fluid in the device, and the properties of the cell.

### Model description

#### Numerical technique

An immersed boundary method is employed, in which the Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid are solved on a fixed Eulerian grid while the forces arising from deformation of the cell are computed on a moving front [15]. A single set of equations are used for the entirety of the flow field, and allow variations in fluid density and viscosity [16].

The cell is modelled as an infinitely thin viscoelastic membrane, which surrounds the highly viscous haemoglobin contained within [9]. The technique employed has been shown to be able to simulate red blood cell deformation with accuracies close to experimental results [6]. The model has the capability to model cell membrane viscoelasticity, membrane bending resistance and membrane thermal fluctuations. It outperforms other models which rely on more simplified representations of the cell. Simulations of a RBC being stretched using optical stretcher are shown in figure 2. The figure shows the current numerical technique can accurately capture the cell deformation in a quantitative manner. The cell membrane model used within calculates forces on the cell membrane based on the potential energy of the system given as

$$V(\mathbf{x}_i) = V_{\text{in-plane}} + V_{\text{bending}} + V_{\text{area}} + V_{\text{volume}},$$

from which the forces can be derived as

$$f_i = \frac{\partial V(\mathbf{x}_i)}{\partial \mathbf{x}_i}.$$

The in-plane forces are the contribution of the conservative elastic forces as well as the dissipative forces resulting from membrane viscosity. A nonlinear spring model is employed, the finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) spring, as it leads to better agreement with experimental results [6]. The area forces are included as erythrocytes are known to deform at constant surface area, resulting from the fact the membrane consists of a lipid bilayer that acts as a two dimensional fluid [12,14]. Volume forces are present as although the fluid is divergence-free, the interpolation of velocities performed in the immersed boundary method to move the cell mesh does not necessarily preserve the volume of the cell. Finally, erythrocytes have some resistance to bending, where the bending force resists membrane curvature and tries to return the cell to the initial undeformed state. An unstructured mesh is employed for the cell, which avoid issues relating to poles that result from structured meshing of surfaces with the topology of a sphere.

#### Device geometry and problem set-up

The device consists of four channel arms, of 100 micrometre width and 70 micrometre depth. Figure 1 gives a representation of the cross-slot device with velocity magnitudes shown as contours. These dimensions correspond realistically to microchannels currently being manufactured. Velocity Dirichlet boundary conditions for the channel inlets and outlets are imposed, where the velocity is given by the analytical solution for fully developed viscous flow through a duct with square cross-section. Zero-velocity no-slip boundary conditions are imposed at the walls. The use of a staggered variable arrangement obviates the need to define boundary conditions for pressure at the walls. The cell is located at or near the centre of the device, where the flow resembles purely extensional flow. The cell is assumed to travel down the device centreline towards the centre of the device, where it deforms under the effect of the extensional flow.

![Figure 3. Time required for a red blood cell to reach its maximum deformation state in the cross-slot channel centre for different Reynolds number](image)

(a) Time history of cell deformation for cells at Re = 0.015, Re = 0.065 and Re = 0.25, showing that the time required to reach maximum deformation decreases as Reynolds number increases. (b) Time required to reach maximum deformation for a red blood cell in a microfluidic cross-slot channel at a range of Reynolds numbers. (c) Shape of the undeformed red blood cell. (d) Shape of a red blood cell stretched in a microfluidic cross-slot channel.

Throughout this study, the density and viscosity of the surrounding fluid are given as 1050 kg·m⁻³ and 1.0 mPa·s respectively. The ratio of the viscosity of the cytoplasm to the surrounding fluid used is 5. The cell membrane elasticity is
0.006 dyn·cm⁻¹, unless indicated otherwise. The Reynolds number is defined for the device using the hydraulic length

\[ D_h = \frac{2WH}{(W+H)} \]

where \( W \) and \( H \) are the width and height of the device, respectively. It is also possible to define a cell Reynolds number, where the characteristic length is the radius of the cell. As the size of both the device and the cells are constant in this study, the choice of the device Reynolds number over the cell Reynolds number only changes the magnitude of the Reynolds numbers, but none of the trends.

Results

The Capillary number \( Ca \) is the dimensional number \( Ca = \frac{\mu V}{E} \) used in quantifying the ratio of viscous forces to tension forces, in this case resulting from the red blood cell membrane, where \( \mu \) is the fluid viscosity, \( V \) the fluid velocity and \( E \) the cell membrane stiffness. Figure 3a shows the behaviour of red blood cells in the cross-slot device for constant \( Ca = 0.5 \) and varying Reynolds numbers. Deformation is defined as \( D = \frac{L - L_0}{L_0} \), where \( L \) is the length of the major axis and \( L_0 \) the length of the minor axis. The maximum deformation of the cell is constant, but the time required for a cell to reach that deformation decreases as Reynolds number increases. For a given cell membrane elasticity, the maximum deformation depends on the magnitude of shear forces in the fluid. There are multiple contributors to the viscous behaviour observed, as the cell membrane has viscoelastic properties and the cell membrane surrounds a highly viscous fluid. Figure 3b shows that there is a highly significant decrease in the time required to reach maximum deformation over a moderate range of Reynolds numbers, from \( t_{\text{max}} = 0.016 \text{s} \) at \( Re = 0.006 \) to \( t_{\text{max}} = 0.1 \) at \( Re = 0.14 \). This is significant in providing cross-slot devices with a way to assess cell viscosity, as the time required to reach the maximum deformation can be measured and related to the cytoplasm and cell membrane viscosity. Measurement of cell internal viscosity remains a challenge for techniques such as atomic force microscopy, and this represents a potentially important capability for microfluidic devices that is currently missing from other techniques.

Figure 3c shows the undeformed cell shape, while figure 3d shows a cell having reached its maximum deformation state in the cross-slot device. The cell has been stretched significantly by the action of the fluid forces, and the minor axis has decreased in length. There is a region of significant curvature at the tip of the cell, which is consistent with the knowledge that forces on the red blood cell membrane are dominated by elastic forces and resistance to area change, whereas the resistance to bending is small.

Cell deformation for a healthy red blood cell depends on the Reynolds number of the device. Figure 4 shows the length of the major and minor axis of a red blood cell stretched in the microfluidic device. The length of the axes initially increases linearly with Reynolds number at 0.25. Beyond this number, the increase in deformation with Reynolds number is sub-linear. This is expected from the nonlinear elastic model used in the simulations, where elastic forces increase in a superlinear way. The restriction on area change of the cell membrane also becomes more important when the cell is more stretched. At small deformations, the biconcave shape of the cell allows large stretching at constant area. However, when the cell has been stretched along its major axis, it becomes impossible to further stretch the cell while maintaining the surface area.

These results are consistent with the findings from optical stretchers (shown in figure 2), where the length of the axes increases quickly initially with applied force, and then show less change above a force of 100 pN. Unlike the optical stretcher, the relative increase in length of the cell major axis is equal to the relative decrease in length of the minor axis. In optical stretchers, both numerical simulations and experimental results indicate that the increase in length of the major axis is larger than the decrease in length of the minor axis. This is likely due to the fact that while optical stretchers apply forces in opposite direction at two tips of the cells, the cross-slot device applies forces at all points on the cell membrane. This results in the existence of forces compressing the cell along the minor axis. This change in cell shape can be seen in figures 3c and 3d.

Conclusion

Simulations of red blood cells in a microfluidic cross-slot channel have been presented, demonstrating the capability of such a device to measure the properties of red blood cells, including viscosity and elasticity, in a physiological environment. It was shown that the maximum deformation of cells depends on the membrane elasticity, and it is known that membranes elasticity strongly decreases under the effect of disease such as malaria. It was also shown that the viscous property of cells significantly affect the time required for cells to reach their maximum deformation state, suggesting that microfluidic devices are capable of measurement of cell viscosity, a capability lacking from many cell measurement techniques.
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